The modular way to build a customized Patient Response System and adapt it over time to meet the changing communication needs of patients and caregivers.

Ascom Telligence devices help enhance patient engagement and staff efficiency. They let you build a truly customized solution; one that evolves to meet the changing patient and staff communication needs in virtually any kind of healthcare facility and organization.

Ascom Telligence Devices offer:
- Quick access to workflows and patient information to help staff optimize their time in the patient room
- Comprehensive patient and staff communication tools, including a dedicated speech module and lavatory audio to ensure all patient care areas can be covered
- Ascom SafeConnect™ breakaway magnetic plugs to minimize the possibility of damage to devices
- Easy maintenance of devices, which means they can be swapped without updating system configuration
- Comprehensive worldwide support to minimize response time for service calls

Ascom Telligence® Devices — supporting a scalable, flexible and durable patient response system
Key features and benefits:

View and manage a wide range of critical information at the point of care:

- **Convenient.** No need for additional tags or badges. Functionality is already included in the Ascom smartphone.
- **Logs key compliance and regulatory data.** Response times to patient requests are automatically documented.
- **Nurse rounding presence and documentation** frees up caregiver time.
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